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Attempt questions in all. Question 

 is . Attempt question

from each Unit.

1. Answer the following in brief: 3×10=30

(a) Differentiate between system software

and application software with suitable ex-

ample.

(b) What is the extention of following V.B.

object:

(i) Form

(ii) V.B. Project

(iii) Module

8. Write a V.B program that finds the root of qua-

dratic equation. 10

Ax2+BX+C=0

HNT: 4AC2BTemp

of Temp>0;Two real roots are possible

Temp<0 Two imajinary roots

Temp=0 One real root,

9. Design a form and write a program to check

the login creadential of user. Also list the ap-

propriate properties of object used in program

10
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(c) Discuss, why option explicit is used in

vistral Basic.

(d) Write a visual basic program to add two

number.

(e) Discuss the properties of Command But-

ton.

(f) Write step to create database connec-

tion using DAO object.

(g) What is event? List some mouse event.

(h) Differentiate between List Box and Combo

Box.

(i) What is data type? List some data types

used in creating Table in database.

(j) What is record set? Explain with suitable

example.

2. What is operating system? List the role of op-

erating system. Also discuss how memory is

managed by operating system. 10

3. Differentiate between (any two) 10

(a) Machine Level Language & High Level Lan-

guage

(b) Message Box and Input Box

(c) Compiler and interprete

4. Discuss the different types of conditional state-

ment in V.B. Also explain each of them in de-

tail with proper example. 10

5. What do you mean by procedure? Discuss the

different types of procedure used in visual ba-

sic programming. 10

6. (a) Discuss the scope and accessability of

variable with example. 5

(b) Differentiate between do--- loop and

while -- do loop with example. 5

7. Discuss the elements of visual Basic Integrated

Development Environment. (IDE) 10
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